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CARD
E(N)5

Elm Park
to

Pilgrims Lane

Start Elm Park station (District Line) — RM12  4RW

Finish Pilgrims Lane — RM16  5UY

Distance 12.28km

Duration 2 hours 35 minutes

Ascent 68.2m

Access Station at start of section. Bus at start and end of section. Bus at Sutt ons Lane en 
route.

Facilities Shops at start of section.

4.1 Elm Park stn 0m

4.2 S from stn; L at rbt on Maylands Ave; R and L at end onto Farm Way; ahead at 
end on path to Rosebank Ave, where R; L on Springbank Ave; bear L then behind 
houses to Swanbourne Dr, where L then R on path; Hilary Close to Swanbourne Dr; 
ahead on path to Sutt ons Lane, where R to cross at pedestrian crossing.

1800m

4.3 Path into Hornchurch Country Pk; bear R to cross car park; L; keep open area on 
R to visitor centre; riverside path to jct, where L; beyond summit, bear R on path, 
eventually bearing S with trees on L; near foot of fi eld, L through trees to lane, 
where L onto Berwick Pond Rd; follow road to crossroads beyond Manor Hotel, 
where L on Warwick Lane to Cely Woods; R on path, then L through woods; R at 
junction past power lines; out to Romford Rd; cross, and make for visitor centre in 
Belhus Country Pk.

5110m

4.4 L on broad path, then keep L of play area to keep lake on L; at junction with gate, 
R; just beyond pond, L on path to run S parallel to Nbound M25; cross M25 by 
bridge; R on path, then L across green area and through wood; L on Humber Ave; 
R on Hamble Lane; L on Garron Lane; R on Foyle Dr to Darenth Lane; R through 
Dilkes Park; L on Fairham Ave; R on Fortin Way; R on Daiglen Dr to reach and cross 
Stiff ord Rd.

3600m

4.5 Ahead across green area of Mardyke Woods to far L corner; enter woodland; L 
on clear track and out at far corner; ahead on path; under viaduct then R across 
footbridge; along L edge of fi eld to far end of car park, where L up access road to 
Pilgrims Lane.

1770m
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This section starts on The Broadway at Elm Park station 
(District Line).

There is a wide variety of shops on The Broadway and adjoining 
streets on both sides of the railway, some of more immediate 
use to walkers than others — the bridal wear and motor spares 
establishments probably falling into the latt er category — with a 
wide selection of cafés. There is no bank branch per se, but each of 
the two main supermarkets has an ATM, as does the post offi  ce.

Set off  southwards from the station (that is to say, turning 
right if you are arriving by train) following the left-hand 

pavement — you should begin on the opposite side of the road from 
the station entrance. Descend (with shops at a lower level on each 
side of the road) to the roundabout and turn left onto Maylands 
Avenue. Follow this to its end (which is blocked to vehicular traffi  c); 
cross South End Road, and turn right. Immediately, turn left onto 
Farm Way. At the end of this street, cross Elms Farm Road and take 
the path opposite; at its end, turn right into Rosebank Avenue. Take 
the fi rst left onto Springbank Avenue; where the road does not pass 
straight through, bear left on a path between the houses, then bear 
right along the house-backs  to reach Swanbourne Drive. Turn left, 
then right onto another path: after passing some house-backs, this 
leads into Hilary Close. At the end, cross Swanbourne Drive (for the 
second time) and follow yet another path through to Sutt ons Lane.

These paths which pass through the housing estate are the remnants 
of an old footpath 
across the farmland 
which was here for 
centuries before the 
houses were built.

Turn right onto Sutt ons 
Lane, and follow its 
right-hand pavement. 
You will pass a bus 
stop, then (on the 
other side of the road) 
a bus turning circle. 
Continue past another 

4.1

4.2

Ingrebourne Valley
visitor centre

Ingrebourne Valley
lakeside viewing point
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pair of bus stops (one on each side of the 
road), until you reach a light-controlled 
pedestrian crossing, and cross Sutt ons Lane.

Take the path into Hornchurch 
Country Park. This path bends 

round to the right to come out at a car park. 
Follow the way round the car park, keeping 
it on your left, and then strike off  to the right, 
making for a one-storey building: this is the 
Ingrebourne Valley visitor centre.

As well as providing information about the 
country park and its wildlife, the visitor 
centre off ers food, drink and toilet facilities.

Follow the path past the visitor centre: soon, 
you will come to a fork in the path. Take the 
left fork to keep bushes close by on your 
left; follow the path past a viewing area on 
your left. At the next path junction, bear left 
(to walk in an east-south-easterly direction) 
towards Berwick Wood. You will rise to a 
small summit; beyond this, the land on your 
right opens out. Take a slight bend to the left, 
then take a path on your right (this will be a 
bit short of 500m from the path junction after 
the viewing area), with bushes on the left at fi rst. Where this path 
joins another one, bear right and follow the new path across open 
lend to a clear path junction.

The path on your left leads to an area marked on some maps as a 
car park: this car park has been closed for some time and there is no 
parking hereabouts.

Continue south from the path crossing, making for Berwick Pond 
South on the rust-coloured signs. This path fi rst bends to the left, 
then takes a right-hand bend: you will now have trees on your 
left, and open land on your right. Once this path begins to turn to 
the south-west, look out for a small path on the left, which leads 
through woods to a lane. Turn left on the lane; at its end, squeeze 
through the left-hand side of the barrier, to emerge onto Berwick 
Pond Road, opposite Berwick Pond Farm.

There now follows almost 2km of walking along narrow roads 
with no footways: this requires extra care. Break groups into small 
subgroups (ideally of two or three) with plenty of space between 
groups, walk quickly, and note the regrouping points. Children 
should be sandwiched between adults in the single fi le.

Turn right onto Berwick Pond Road. Pass the farm on the other 
side of the road, and follow the road round a gentle left-hand bend: 
soon, there is a sharp left bend. This is the fi rst key regrouping 
point, where there is space on the right next to the fi eld gate. Take 

Sett ing off  southwards from 
the former Berwick Pond 

North car park site
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the bend to the left, 
and follow the road 
past the Manor Hotel. 
The road swings to 
the right: follow it to a 
crossroads. This is the 
next real regrouping 
point.

Turn left at the 
crossroads (to keep 
two cott ages on 
your right: the best 
regrouping point for 
the crossroads is on the 
verge here), and follow 
Warwick Lane. After 
about 250m, there is a 

minor regrouping point in an informal mini-layby, but this should 
only be considered in an emergency. At the junction with a road 
which branches off  to the left, carry straight on ahead (eastbound) 
on Warwick Lane. There is a regrouping point 150m beyond the 
junction, at a blockaded gate. You will pass buildings on the left, 
where there are trees on your right; about 180m beyond the last 
building, you will fi nd the entrance to Cely Woods on the right. 
This is the fi nal regrouping point, at the end of this road section.

The escape from the road into the woods is a moment of joy, and 
there is a signifi cant length of route ahead with litt le or no traffi  c, 
until you reach South Ockendon.

Take the clear path, which trends slightly 
left. Ignore a path to the right, but take the 
signifi cant path to the left about 250m after 
leaving the road. Keep to the main path ahead 
through the woodland: on two occasions, 
there is a tempting grass path ahead where 
the main path keeps to the right: ignore both 
grass paths. After you pass beneath power 
lines, the path takes a big bend to the left, 
to arrive at a path junction. Turn right (that 
is, in a south-easterly direction) here, and 
follow this path out to Romford Road. Cross 
the road by the crossing, and enter the car 
park for Belhus Woods Country Park. Cross 
the car park diagonally to its access road, 
and advance along the road to reach the 
visitor centre.

The visitor centre is endowed with toilet 
facilities: a welcome addition for through-
walkers as well as locals.

Path, Belhus Country Park 
east of the visitor centre

Lake, Belhus Country Park
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Turn left, passing the toilet facility 
on your right. Follow the main 

path, signposted to the Lakes, through the 
wood. At a path junction, bear left to keep a 
play area on your right: this keeps a generally 
easterly bearing. After passing the end of the 
fi eld which contains the play area, the path 
passes between the lake on the left and some 
trees on the right. At a gate, turn right on a 
path which starts with a fi eld on the left. It 
makes its way, fi rst south, and then to the 
south-south-east. Where there is a signifi cant 
right bend, you will be close to the M25, and 
there is a pond on the left. Here, start looking 
out for a path on the left. Take this path to 
the edge of the motorway, climbing to its 
level (with the traffi  c coming towards you) 
to reach a footbridge.

If you can see the bridge far above you, 
backtrack to fi nd the path: the only alternative 
is scaling the bank, which is ill-advised.

Cross the footbridge, turning left to descend 
on the eastern side of the motorway. Just 
beyond the barrier at the end of the descent, turn right, and turn 
back on yourself. After passing the bridge, the land opens out: here, 
take a path off  to the left. This takes you through the Oak and Ash 
Plantation, with the Long Pond on your left. Keep to the main path: 
your direction of travel will gradually move towards the south. In 
the end, you will come out onto Humber Avenue opposite a school.

Turn left onto Humber Avenue to the fi rst crossroads with Hamble 
Lane, where turn right. Turn left onto Garron Lane, and right onto 
Foyle Drive, keeping to its right-hand pavement. At the mini-
roundabout, cross Foyle Drive by the pedestrian crossing and enter 
Darenth Lane.

If you are now in need 
of sustenance, follow 
Darenth Lane for 
350m to Derry Avenue, 
where there are shops 
up to the left.

Cross the road to enter 
Dilkes Park by a gate.

Turn left and take a 
right-curving path to 
the left of some play 
equipment to reach to 
a small circle with a 

Brannett ’s Wood

Mar Dyke viaduct
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“mini-Stonehenge” set 
in the middle.

Walk southwards Take 
the left exit from the 
circle, and follow the 
path as it bends to 
the right, to take up a 
southerly bearing. Exit 
the park at its far left 
corner, onto Fairham 
Way.

Turn left on Fairham 
Way, then right on 
Fortin Way. Follow 
this road, bending left, 
to exit onto Daiglen 

Drive. Turn right, and keep to the right-hand pavement, out onto 
Stiff ord Road at the traffi  c lights. Cross Stiff ord Road just to the 
right of the junction by a divided pedestrian crossing.

From the crossing, walk straight ahead on a path into the 
Mardyke Woods area: keep to the left of a play area, and 

continue downwards to reach the bott om left-hand corner, where 
the path enters woodland. At a path junction, take the clear path 
which leads off  to the left through Brannett ’s Wood. This path  is 
a delight as it makes its way through the woodland: after about 
400m, it bends to the right and descends, eventually coming out 
at the corner of a fi eld. Ignore the path on the right which borders 
Brannett ’s Wood, but continue southwards, soon bending left. 
Pass beneath the Mar Dyke railway viaduct (which carries the line 
between Grays and Upminster) to reach a footbridge on the right.

The footbridge spans the Mar Dyke (literally, boundary ditch: it was 
the eastern boundary of Upminster), which rises on the south side of 
Brentwood and runs its 18km course through Thurrock to reach the 
Thames on the west side of Purfl eet, adjoining Rainham Marshes.

Cross the bridge, and follow the path ahead, away from the river. 
You are now in Davy Down. Do not rise towards a fi ne industrial 
building on the left, but keep to the valley fl oor, past the building, 
and on to a car park.

The building is a water pumping station, which still draws water 
from beneath the ground to serve the taps of 45000 local customers. 
The original diesel engines were superseded by an electric motor, 
but have been preserved and are in a visitor centre nearby.

Go to the far end of the car park, and follow the access road as 
it turns to the left, with the embankment of Pilgrims Lane on the 
right. Rise to road level onto Pilgrims Lane: this marks the end of 
this section of the route.

Davy Down
pumping station
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Buses link this point with Upminster (travelling from right to left) 
and Lakeside (left to right): the 370 service is Oyster-valid, and it 
also connects with Chaff ord Hundred and Ockendon stations.


